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NATIONAL ISSUES

PRAYER FOCUS

With the widespread expansion of the internet, pornography has become more accessible than ever
before. With more accessibility comes more consumption and this leads to more acceptance. Pornography addicts people, destroys relationships and negatively affects our society. It is not just men
who deal with this sin; consumption by women (especially teenage girls and young women) has
increased dramatically in recent years. Only the power of the Holy Spirit can break this bondage.

PRAYER POINTS

◊◊ That the individuals consuming pornography feel God’s conviction resulting in a desire to be
delivered, and heartfelt repentance.
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◊◊ That the truth of a “hidden sin is still sin” be acknowledged by those viewing pornography.
◊◊ That churches would give Godly support to those seeking deliverance from this sin and those
who are trying to stay clean from it.
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◊◊ That we would be wise in what media we view and allow our children to have access to.
◊◊ That the escalation of pornographic addiction would be reversed.
◊◊ That businesses which produce and/or promote pornography would be shut down and all
sources of funding would be lost.
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lives toward God and a wholesome career.
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Proverbs 7:6-27, 29:3; Matthew 5:27-30; I Corinthians 6:12-20; Ephesians 5:8-14; James 1:14-15
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